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Village at Kelly Drive - Anna Boogher - Personal Care, Rm 116 

Country Meadows (Pine Grove Rd) - Violet Chronister - Apt. 2211  

 

Cross Keys Village - TBHC, Personal Care - Ruth Schmidt  

Ruth sends her greetings to her church family.  Ruth broke her hip on Christmas Eve and is 

recovering at the Brethren Home. Her current address is 2990 Carlisle Pike, New Oxford, PA 17350. 

            

At Home - David Young, Lisa Striebig, Joann Klinedinst, Rebecca McCracken, Jan Vuono, 

Bill & Betty Lynne Bernhardt, Terry Wueschinski, Linda Min, Diane Gibble, Nancy Gipe 

 

ADDITIONAL PERSONS NEEDING PRAYER: 

 

Pat Trimmer - Pat fell on ice a week ago.  Finally went for an x-ray and she has a fracture in her 

spine. She is requesting prayers for healing. 

Donna Sharp (daughter of Jay Crist) - Has been admitted to the hospital for pneumonia (not 

Covid) and some other test. Asking of prayers of comfort and healing.  

 

David Witkovsky - Having major surgery on Tues., February 1st, recovery will require a stay at 

the hospital for a few days and then home for several weeks. Kim and Dave appreciate your 

prayers.  

Margie Wissler (From Peg Eck) - Will have gyn. surgery on Feb. 1st. 

 

Iona (friend of Peggy Metzger) - She has been hospitalized in Greensburg, PA for congestive 

heart failure. 

 

Lyn (friend of Patricia Carey) - Lyn is caring for 2 people that has challenges and they had a 

huge crisis.  Need a lot of prayers for her and her two adult children she cares for. 

Nora (a 4 month old relative of Beth Anne Bahn) - Hospitalized with pneumonia.  

Amie Dietrich - Recovery from foot surgery, awaiting surgery for a tumor near her pelvis. 

Prayers requested.  

 

Larry (Brother of Karen Bowman) - Prayers for health issue and upcoming medical tests.  

 

SYMPATHY AND CONDOLENCES: 

Terry Yeager passed away on January 26, at home. He had suffered from breathing difficulties 

for quite some time, and Sandy says that he was at peace, having seen his great-grandchild for 

the first time this Monday. A memorial service will be held months from now. Service 

information will be announced once plans are made. Terry’s family would appreciate your 

prayers. Though we will miss him, we can trust that Terry rests in the arms of a loving God.   

FRIENDS TO REMEMBER IN PRAYER 

[Bold type indicates a change from last week] 

***If the prayer has been answered, please let 

the office know so we can keep our list up to date 
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